Community Flood Preparedness Fund: Local Perspectives

Wetlands Watch has interviewed and held interactive webinars with over 40 local government staff, seeking their views on the newly-enacted Community Flood Preparedness Fund (Fund). These conversations were designed to familiarize localities with the Fund and explore issues needing to be addressed in its program Guidelines to make the Fund work for local and regional governments. The accompanying document outlines a detailed range of issues that were raised during these interviews and in conversations with other resilience experts.

What emerges from this work is a consensus need for initial investments in state level studies to assist the development of local and regional resilience plans. Local and regional governments said they needed state-approved standards for sea level rise and other studies. Examples of these studies include: new statewide rainfall estimates (both design storm [Atlas 14] and intensity, duration, and frequency [IDF] estimates), regionally accurate relative sea level rise estimates and impact studies, analysis on transportation and other critical infrastructure vulnerability in the face of sea level rise and riverine flooding, comprehensive riverine flood modeling (esp. using current/increased rainfall estimates), and a robust stream gauge network. Given the lack of state funding for these issues over the last decade there is a risk that this Fund could be used as a “cash cow” for unmet government needs, requiring a transparent process to be established for decisions on the State use of these funds.

To ensure that projects supported by the Fund advance resilience, regional/local governments seeking grants from the Fund should first develop and submit resilience plans, similar to the process in Texas. Nearly all local government staff agreed that this was necessary but most localities do not have these plans nor the capacity to develop them (especially in riverine watersheds). Since the Fund is authorized to support local and regional studies, early Fund outlays should be directed at contracting support for the development of these locality/regional plans.

Fund guidelines need to outline the content of these plans and should include consideration of future impacts (requiring a state established standard for sea level rise and rainfall intensity that is valid at a regional scale). They should be based on existing plans in local/regional floodplain management plans, emergency management plans, long-range land use plans, and the like to insure these future impacts are made part of those ongoing efforts. These flood resilience plans could become a priority-setting template for other projects in those plans (emergency management, floodplain management, CIP funding, etc.) and from these plans a list of high priority resilience projects eligible for the Fund would emerge. This two-stage process – approved flood resilience plan first and then project funding – was seen as necessary by most local and regional government staff.

A constant issue raised was regional competition for funding and the need for program guidelines to address this: how can Northumberland County (with fewer resources) compete with the City of Virginia Beach (which has spent $12 million to date for plans) for project funding? Many interviewees pointed to the VDOT Smart Scale process or the Go Virginia regional competition process as a solution, with a stronger preference for the Smart Scale approach. In this way, like-sized/resourced localities compete against each other for similar projects. The issue of a fair and predictable distribution of funds for coastal regions versus piedmont and mountain regions was another constantly raised issue and must be in the Guidelines.

Fund matching questions were constantly raised in two areas: Can the Fund be used to match other project proposals (provide a non-federal match for USACE, HUD, NOAA, etc. grant proposals); Will the Fund require a local government match?

Respondents were very clear about the need for adequate advance notice and regular, predictable timing of competition cycles (to allow for planning and approval by locality elected leadership) and the need for a transparent, neutral, and merit-based selection process. Under-resourced localities were supportive of having their regional Planning District Commission serve as the entity to apply for and administer project funds on their behalf.

Many respondents were concerned about the capacity of the Department of Conservation and Recreation to develop and administer this program.

The accompanying document outlines these and numerous other issues raised that must need to be addressed in the program Guidelines. Wetlands Watch is available to answer any questions, offer clarification, or provide guidance as requested.
General Principles

- If the Fund is to distribute first revenues to localities by next year, there is probably no time for a full regulatory process with rulemaking, etc. for Guideline development. However, since the Fund is non-reverting (there is no time limit or “use it or lose it” deadline on expenditure of funds) there is time later for a thorough regulatory process, subsequent to the initial round of funding (this was the case with SLAF funding).
- Without a regulatory process there needs to be a robust separate stakeholder process on the Fund to receive input, ensure transparency, and gain support and buy-in.
- There is no capacity currently at DCR to develop and run this program. There is no capacity currently in most local governments to plan for, develop proposals for, or manage these funds.
- This Fund covers very diverse flooding issues, geographic regions, and capacity of locality: there is no “one size fits all” for this program. Guidelines must incorporate this reality into the program operations.
- The Fund cannot become the “cash cow” for unmet and neglected state agency or local government needs: this Fund must seek to advance flood resilience efforts. A transparent process with standards needs to be established for using funds for “flood prevention or protection studies of statewide or regional significance.”
- The process for selection of projects needs to be transparent, merit based, and independent of political influence.

Goals of the Fund

- Strategically advance flood resilience efforts in Virginia, both statewide and at the community level.
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- Ensure full, equitable participation in the Fund.
- Use the Fund to advance flood resilience planning and capacity building at the local and regional government level.
- Use the Fund to drive statewide acceptance of future condition projections (sea level rise, rainfall intensity, etc.).
- Use the Fund to leverage change in the culture and focus of state, regional, and local governments.

**Issues Needing Resolution in Guidance Development**

**Basic Principles**

- Statutory language on the Guidelines says: “The Department (DCR) in consultation with the Secretary of Natural Resources and the Special Assistant to the Governor for Coastal Adaptation and Protection, shall establish guidelines regarding the distribution and prioritization of loans and grants, including loans and grants that support flood prevention or protection.” A number of basic questions need answering in establishing Guidelines.
  - Should project proposals require a local match?
  - Can the Fund be used to match other grants?
  - Is there a maximum size to a project proposal? Minimum size?
  - Must project proposals be part of a larger locality flood resilience strategy/floodplain management plan/comprehensive plan/emergency management plan/capital improvement plan, etc.?
  - How does the Fund propose to allocate resources for riverine versus coastal localities/PDC’s?
- A robust stakeholder process in developing these Guidelines is critical.

**Terms/Scope of Project**

- Can the project proposal include permit costs and does the timeline allow for delays for getting permits? (All of the flood/resilience projects reviewed by Wetlands Watch are in the pre-permit stage. Localities do not devote time and expense to a project’s permitting until funding is obtained, causing problems with past “shovel ready” programs from the federal government.)
- Are there time limits on expenditure of funds (e.g. “all funds have to be expended within 36 months”) or start of the project (e.g. “all projects have to be shovel ready within 6 months of award”)?
- Can project funding be rolled over to another project if costs are under estimates, or must the money be returned to the Fund?
Project Eligibility

Who is eligible to apply?

- Statutory language provides basic outlines for an eligible project: “Localities shall use moneys from the Fund primarily for the purpose of implementing flood prevention and protection projects and studies in areas that are subject to recurrent flooding as confirmed by a locality-certified floodplain manager” (§10.1-603.25.E.). While this describes what localities can do with funding, there is no limitation in the statute granting sole Fund eligibility to localities.

- The statute also states that guidelines need to be established for, “the distribution and prioritization of loans and grants, including loans and grants that support flood prevention or protection studies of statewide or regional significance.” (§10.1-603.25.D.) This implies that state and regional entities may be eligible but that need clarification.

- Statutory language states, “Moneys in the Fund shall be used solely for the purposes of enhancing flood prevention or protection and coastal resilience.” (§10.1-603.25.B.).

- The statute limits eligibility for loans from the Fund to local governments. (§10.1-603.25.F.).

Terms of Importance to Eligibility

- “Flood prevention and protection projects”
  - Defined in statute as: “construction of hazard mitigation projects, acquisition of land, or implementation of land use controls that reduce or mitigate damage from coastal or riverine flooding.” This is comprehensive but not detailed enough to provide guidance to applicants, requiring amplification in Guidelines.
  - What constitutes an eligible project needs to be determined and listed in the request for proposals (RFP) for the fund. Guidelines/guidance should delineate exactly what kind of projects the Fund is willing/interested in funding in order to avoid confusion. (See list of potential projects suggested by localities below.)
  - Some communities want the state to set out project types and standards, while others have made it very clear that they don’t want to state setting approval standards for their community. Fiscal responsibility would favor state standards with regional discretion (similar to Smart Sense?).

- “Areas subject to recurrent flooding”
  - There needs to be a standard set for this – days/year, flood events/year, etc. It must cover both coastal tidal flooding and riverine flooding.
  - As mentioned elsewhere, there needs to be consideration of whether to include future conditions in these areas.

- The focus is on areas that currently flood on a recurrent basis. Should areas that will flood be included (see bullet below on future conditions). If so, some GIS/modeling/projections will be needed as well as guidance on how to determine future flooding areas (capacity does not exist in most rural/under-resourced localities to perform this work). Do future flooding areas need to be contiguous to current “areas subject to recurrent flooding” to be eligible?

- “Locally designed floodplain manager” requirement
• The only role of the floodplain manager seems to be confirming that the projects are in recurrent flooding areas, NOT reviewing or approving the projects.

• Floodplain manager is not the only sign-off that should be required - emergency manager, planning director, etc. (our work to date shows the best plans come out of localities crossing departmental boundaries - multiple benefits) Also, a staffer cannot by him/herself encumber or commit a locality so this must go to the elected officials, which should be built into the process and timeline.

• Should the individual not just be locality certified, but also certified through the national Association of State Floodplain Managers’ certification program, “Certified Floodplain Manager (CFM)”? If yes, will the Fund be available for this training and certification?
  
  o “Coastal Resilience”
  
  • Not defined in this statute. Elsewhere in Virginia Administrative Code it is defined as: “the ability of natural and built coastal environments to withstand and recover from hazardous events such as extreme weather, storm surge, and recurrent flooding.” (4 Va. Admin. Code 20-1340-20).

• What constitutes an eligible project?
  
  o Will local government Boards have to approve projects before localities receive the money? They should since an individual staffer cannot commit the locality on his/her own.

  o Can Fund be used for matching on other projects?
    
    • Money should be able to be used as a match for other projects, such as non-federal match on USACE projects, match for NFWF and other foundation funding, etc. Matching expands leverage of Fund.
      
      • Timing of Fund and grant match will be an issue- Fund issuance may not match up with other grant proposal periods. Should the Fund match be returned if matching another grant is not successful?
      
      • Should there be limits on matching, % of total Fund awards each year, etc.?

• Should project proposals include protections against future conditions?
  
  o Statute states “moneys in the Fund may be used to mitigate future flood damage.” (§10.1-603.25. E.).

  o To drive adoption of planning standards to anticipate future conditions across the state, the consideration of present and future conditions should be required in a project application submission. However, this raises a number of issues:
    
    • What standards do we use for future conditions and what methodologies do we use for analysis? Do we include the full suite of impacts - SLR, Rainfall, Salinity, Temperature? Can the VDOT bridges engineering guidance provide a template (Chapter 33, “Considerations of Climate Change and Coastal Storms”)?

    • Asking for inclusion of future flood conditions will disproportionately affect smaller, resource constrained, rural communities that do not have resources or capacity to develop those projections. Riverine communities will be farther behind than coastal communities since riverine flood
• Fund resources can be used for developing local/regional government studies (“Localities shall use moneys from the Fund primarily for the purpose of implementing flood prevention and protection projects and studies in areas that are subject to recurrent flooding as confirmed by a locality-certified floodplain manager” (§10.1-603.25.E.). Localities interviewed emphasized the need for funding to conduct studies prior to undertaking resilience projects. Outside of a few localities in Hampton Roads, resilience/flooding plans and strategies do not exist. Most rural counties do not have staff (no engineer on staff, no Certified Floodplain Manager (CFM), etc.) or technology capacity (no GIS, etc.) to conduct studies by themselves. Localities raised the issue of being provided contracting funds for the development of resilience strategies. Knowing that a project is part of a plan or strategic approach and not “one off” is very critical to the goal of advancing flood reduction/resilience at the local government level. Examples of needed work cited by local governments include:
  o Flood studies
    • Areas of recurrent flooding in coastal communities (need “recurrent flooding” definition)
    • Flood Studies are critical and more complicated in riverine communities (require watershed scale evaluation, new estimates of rainfall intensity, etc.)
    • Flood studies need to help identify future impact areas.
  o SLR Adaptation Strategy Development
  o Impact maps for septic and impact maps for roads (where are threatened septic systems, which roads will need elevation, etc.)
  o Support for obtaining stakeholder input
    • Grants need to be aligned with a community’s policies and goals
    • What are the community’s local assets?
    • Who are you/what kind of community do you want to be?
    • Why are you worth saving, and worth protecting and being invested in?
• Localities polled have a range of projects they would like considered.
  o Acquisition of property
    • May not fit with “community scale” emphasis in the statute unless the acquisition is part of a larger strategy, such as a full street or neighborhood buyout.
  o Living shorelines, berms, flood control structures
  o Stream gauges
    • Very important to riverine communities — state has a shortage of needed gauges.
  o Stream restoration/stabilization
  o Raising Roads
- Raising roads is a critical rural resilience need and there is little money for this type of activity.
- Rural communities are captive to VDOT which is responsible for most rural roads.
  - Stormwater/flooding projects on their Capital Improvement Plan (CIP)
  - Fixing failing/flooding septic systems and shallow wells experiencing salt water intrusion.
- Can Fund be used for general capacity building outreach to localities, i.e. funding state “circuit rider” to meet with localities and provide assistance, similar to the role of cooperative extension?

**Application Requirements**

- Sufficient advance notice needs to be given to localities before an RFP is issued. They are constantly “surprised” by RFP’s from foundations and agencies, especially in rural localities, and cannot turn around proposals in time. Subsequent RFP’s need to have the same, predictable application deadline so localities can plan ahead.
- Advance notice must include time allowance required for internal locality review (program, budget, and legal review) and local governing board approval. Many of these proposals have to go before and be approved by the city council or county board. (In the city of Norfolk this process can add months to project application timelines.)
- Repeat/Sequential Application eligibility must be decided. Can a locality apply every year/grant cycle? Must a locality wait to finish a prior project before applying again? Some funding programs have a waiting period between grants to ensure that the same recipient is not getting too large a percentage of the funding. For example, in the DCR Dam Safety, Flood Prevention and Protection Assistance Fund, there is a 5-year wait period between a successful grant and next application. (Localities have expressed strong opposition to this requirement at DCR but a mechanism needs to be in place for equity purposes.)
- Application process needs to be simple, certainly less complicated than the DCR or NFWF or NOAA programs for which many rural localities are not competitive.
  - Rural localities were hesitant about the application process being too stringent/difficult, raising concerns that some localities won’t be able to even apply for these funds in the first place. Many localities do not have grant writers or staff able to complete reporting requirements for federal grants, so they do not apply for those grants. Grant program applications should be simplified to accommodate this limitation. However, there is a need to balance state fiscal responsibility and program accountability with local government individual situations without causing great administrative overhead.
  - Many rural localities/resource constrained localities liked the concept of having the PDC’s act as the grant applicant and administrator for all of the local governments within the PDC. Rural PDC’s currently administer and manage FEMA/VDEM grants for localities.
There is a need to identify capacity of localities/regions to apply for and manage this funding, such as having a grant administrator on staff, fiscal management systems sufficient for reports, etc. For coastal PDC's the CZM program is providing capacity building grants ($30,000/yr for next three federal FY’s, starting Oct 1, 2020.). Riverine PDC's have nothing for capacity building.

- **Cost Share/Matching Funds**
  - Should there be a local match for the Fund money?
    - **Pro:** The state money goes farther and locality has a larger stake in the process and project
    - **Con:** Some localities really don’t have the money to put any skin in the game, esp. rural localities and those not highly impacted by flooding and many staff interviewed said a local match requirement would prohibit their application to the Fund entirely.
    - **Option:** Require a small match so the community is invested in mitigation/resilience. Provide planning money to get the process started. Match can be waived for projects in low-income geographic areas. Offer
    - **Would want matching flexibility with programs and allowing in-kind match, local government staff time, contributed resources, etc. These will need to be delineated in the operational guidelines.**

- **Locality or Regional Resilience Strategy/Plan as a Requirement for Eligibility**
  - To achieve increased local capacity, the Fund application process should require that localities meet specific resilience planning thresholds. Communities should create a “Funding Flood Resilience in Community X” plan before they can apply for implementable projects. Localities could use early Fund grant money to reach minimum required planning thresholds and be eligible for project funding in the future.
  - Flood Resilience Plans need to address future impacts (as mentioned elsewhere), requiring delineation of types of impacts to be included and providing technical capacity for localities to identify future impacts.
  - Flood Resilience Plans don’t need to be Virginia Beach/Dewberry SLR plan caliber and can incorporate existing plans (floodplain management, emergency management, comprehensive plan, CIP, etc). The goal is to start the local resilience planning process.
  - This two-step process (plan and then program application) is used across government and submittal of plans prior to program eligibility is a standard practice: FEMA requires floodplain management plans via hazard mitigation plans prior to be eligible for hazard mitigation grant funding, DOT requires long range plans before you get federal transportation funds, HUD requires a Community Economic Development Strategy to be eligible for funding, etc.
    - It would be helpful to develop a working list of required elements in the Guidelines for resilience planning (like the Chesapeake Bay standards in Comprehensive Plans at 9VAC25-830-170, or provisions at Code of VA § 15.2-2223.2. requiring coastal management guidance in tidewater localities to include sea level rise). Minimum requirements might be things like:
• Delineation of locality priorities. Is the goal to protect the built environment, natural resources, forests and farms, septic systems, roads, etc.?
• Mapping high risk areas (via FEMA flood map)
• Looking at future inundation (using VIMS's Adapt VA viewer for coastal localities - ?? for riverine)
• The plan should require some level of stakeholder engagement in its development.
• Projects should consider adjacent and upstream/downstream impacts of projects. We do not want a project to simply push the water to another location. Strong argument for PDC role in developing plans.

  ▪ This process could be set up like a multi-year grant for localities that do not have an existing flood resilience plan, especially the riverine communities.
    • Grant Phase 1 - Funding the capacity building to develop the plan
    • Develop and submit the plan
    • Grant Phase 2 - Fund the implementation of one of the projects identified in the plan.

  ▪ Plan can be developed by a PDC for a group of localities, like some regions do with Hazard Mitigation plans.

**Project Prioritization/Selection**

• Statute sets aside 25% of projects for “low income geographic areas,” (§10.1-603.25. E.) defined as: “any locality, or community within a locality, that has a median household income that is not greater than 80 percent of the local median household income, or any area in the Commonwealth designated as a qualified opportunity zone by the U.S. Secretary of the Treasury via his delegation of authority to the Internal Revenue Service.” (§ 10.1-03.24.)
  o Flexibility with use of “or” allows locality to choose the best locations. Many opportunity zones are in areas that are built out and have fewer/more expensive options, certainly not as many nature-based solution options.
• Statute gives priority to “community-scale hazard mitigation activities that use nature-based solutions to reduce flood risk.” (§10.1-603.25. E.) Is this one priority or separable, i.e. does it have to be community based and use nature-based solutions or is there a priority for either function. In other words, do we favor community based over individual property and nature based over hardscaping?
• “Community Scale Hazard Mitigation Activities”
  o This is not defined in statute and needs definition if it is to be used in prioritization of project applications.
• “Nature Based Solutions”
  o Statute defines these as: “an approach that reduces the impacts of flood and storm events through the use of environmental processes and natural systems. A
nature-based solution may provide additional benefits beyond flood control, including recreational opportunities and improved water quality.” (§ 10.1-603.24.) There needs to be a comprehensive listing or definition of these practices in the Guidelines.

- Should a project adjacent to another resilience installation (funded outside of the Fund) get higher priority by being able to “leverage” that existing resilience investment into a larger scale project?

- Western v. Coastal Allocation
  - Again, there needs to be some process to allocate the Fund for riverine versus coastal localities/PDC’s. How do we decide how much money the western part of the state gets v. the coastal part of the state? This allocation could shift with different cycles, emphasizing riverine projects one cycle and coastal projects the next.

- Competition Issues
  - Major issues exist with competition between rural and urban localities, between riverine and coastal projects, and with types of projects.
    - How do the Guidelines/award process address unequal capacity/urban-rural: How do we address Norfolk (city with advanced planning and resources) being in competition for funding with Northumberland Co (rural county with little planning and few resources)? Does a regional competition pool make more sense?
    - How do the Guidelines/award process address riverine versus coastal projects: a proposal for a stream buffer/erosion control project in Louisa Co. competing against a living shoreline proposal in Lancaster Co.? Can we separate riverine from coastal areas for competition?
    - How does the Guidelines/award process evaluate a living shoreline project against a request for rain gauges on the South Fork of the Shenandoah?
    - Would a rotating process address the like-projects competition issue?
      - One funding cycle could be dedicated to infrastructure
      - Next funding cycle could be smaller projects.
    - Could the award process rotate regions on a cycle to keep similar regions competing for the Fund – Northern Neck and Eastern Shore first cycle, Hampton Roads second, Thomas Jefferson third, etc.?
  - Regional approach
    - Selection criteria need to compare apples to apples – perhaps using a regional approach to avoid these competition conflicts and inequities. There are models for this in VDOT’s Smart Scale process or the Go Virginia competition process as good models that allow fair competition and prioritization within regions. Many local governments we interviewed mentioned these approaches as examples.
    - Resource constrained localities could agree to have funding and administration run through PDCs on their behalf. The funding could be structured in a similar way as the technical assistance for the Chesapeake Bay Program that is run through PDC’s?
• Major concerns were expressed by rural and riverine communities on how to apportion the funding to reflect variability in applications (project types and community capacity) so that the funding was equitably distributed.
• Regional groupings as used in the Coastal Master Planning Framework might be a good start for regional competitiveness issues.

• Selection Process
  o Project selection needs to be made by a Board/Committee that is appointed and independent. Selection needs to be made via a clear and transparent process for ranking and scoring proposals.
  o The selection process needs to involve other state agencies of concern. In rural areas roads are an issue and VDOT runs rural roads. Also, in rural areas, septic failure from flooding is an issue and VA Department of Health is responsible for septic issues since the General Assembly took septic siting approval away from localities. Just as flood preparedness and resilience planning crosses local government departments, it crosses state agency jurisdictions. As well, an agency with funding may see a synergy with its plans and be able to provide additional resources or funding, separate from the Fund.

• Evaluation Criteria
  o Guidelines should establish factors that weight selection criteria and outline what could elevate a proposal in the selection process. Some suggested factors:
    • Integrated resilience approaches for current and future impacts increases application scoring points
    • Watershed wide approach (upstream/downstream) increases application scoring points
    • Local stakeholder input
      • Higher scoring projects address the goals of multiple stakeholders
    • Multi-jurisdictional
    • Getting support/buy-in/making a joint application from adjacent localities increases application scoring points
    • Repetitive Loss protection quantified
      • May provide FEMA benefits
    • Consistency with state agency goals & plans
      • Eg. Higher scoring if aligned with the Coastal Master Plan
    • Percentage of total project covered by match? Higher match %, earns a higher ranking? Equity issues are a concern.

Loan Program

• Initial responses are that very few localities would be interested in loans. This hasn’t been confirmed with every advanced community, but giving grants is far preferable to managing loans.
  o Localities with lower bond ratings that have to go through bonding referendums may be interested in the loan program but loans get counted against bond rating
indebtedness (more outstanding loans/bonds means more concern by bond rating agencies).

- Barriers
  - Reporting Burden: “Hoop Jumping” to obtain loans/funding is often prohibitive to smaller localities
  - Loan servicing requires additional staff capacity that may not exist.
  - Bonding capacity is so strong and rates are so favorable currently that some localities might defer to using their own locality’s bonding capacity.

- Loan Forgiveness Element
  - This is a hard sell because of a City’s liability in carrying the principal. This isn’t a reasonable option for a locality where servicing and managing the loan is not an option.
  - Localities responded with a recurring theme that they don’t want to be on the hook for debt risk, especially as so many localities already have high levels of debt
  - Concern that loan forgiveness is at the local level, not the state level. Guidelines will need to define what constitutes grounds for forgiveness?

- Need to define how much money will be available for grants versus loans, the latter of which will be a non-starter for many localities

**State Projects**

- Statute authorizes: “loans and grants that support flood prevention or protection studies of statewide or regional significance.” (§10.1-603.25. D.) Guidelines need to set out the eligibility for and prioritization of statewide projects. Many local plans cannot proceed without statewide studies and updates of impacts. How do we consider the various state priorities and initiatives? Is the Master Planning Framework a robust enough list?
  - Create a checklist based on existing needs, establish priorities, and begin with those projects during the initial year, until localities are more prepared to create plans to use the money locally
    - Atlas 14 update and IDF information (rain intensity, duration, frequency estimates)
    - Regional relative sea level rise projections for use in determining impacts
    - Impact analysis on state transportation infrastructure
    - Riverine/rainfall modeling
    - Others
  - Establish process for state project selection that is transparent.
  - Establish a fair division of funds for state studies versus implementation grants to localities to avoid backlash of state using “too much” of the Fund. Again, the use of the Master Plan Framework to make the case for the need for these studies up front will help.